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Stillen Introduces 2016 Nissan Maxima Exhaust, Intake and Body Kit

New Stillen intake, exhaust and body styling products offer enhanced performance and add a
hint of aggression to the dramatic styling and luxurious appointments of the newly updated
Maxima.

Costa Mesa, CA (PRWEB) March 03, 2016 -- Performance Exhaust System
The 2016 Maxima offers reduced cabin noise on par with leading luxury brands. For owners looking to enhance
the engine note both inside and out, STILLEN offers an axle-back exhaust system to loosen the muzzle a little
while offering a bump in horsepower and torque numbers.

STILLEN knows style is important to Maxima owners, so the exhaust system is finished with 4-inch angle cut,
dual wall, tapered exhaust tips. They fill the factory exhaust cutouts nicely, delivering an aggressive look that
matches the enhanced exhaust note.

The STILLEN axle-back exhaust system is constructed from 304 stainless steel to last through all weather
conditions for years to come. STILLEN confidently offers a limited lifetime warranty against rust-through and
manufacturer defects.

Cold Air Intake System
The STILLEN cold air intake system is the perfect partner for the axle-back exhaust system. It offers
performance gains in the 8-10 horsepower range across the entire powerband. Like the exhaust system, the ram
air intake amplifies the engine note just enough to add a sporty edge to the lux interior environment.

The intake retains the factory intake tract which leads into the STILLEN polyurethane air chamber, ensuring
the coldest possible air reaches the engine. A sleek, polished aluminum intake tube adds to the look and
durability of the unit. A genuine K & N high flow air filter ensures the Nissan VQ35 3.5-liter V-6 engine
breathes cleanly and freely.

Body Styling Products
For Maxima owners looking to personalize their ride with some subtly aggressive exterior cues, STILLEN
offers high quality body styling products. Constructed of durable polyurethane and protected by a limited
lifetime warranty, they’re easy to install and offer precision fit and finish. All STILLEN polyurethane body
styling products include genuine 3M auto trim tape and installation instructions.

* Roof Wing Spoiler: For owners looking to enhance the Maxima roof line and improve aerodynamics,
STILLEN offers a high quality polyurethane roof wing spoiler. Engineered and constructed for precise fit, the
roof wing is available either unfinished or painted matte black.
* Front Lip Splitter: The 2016 Maxima features bold new styling cues that underscore its sport sedan
positioning. STILLEN designers created a suitably aggressive front lip/splitter that complements the natural
lines of the front bumper while adding a subtle edge. STILLEN front lip splitters also increase down-force on
the front wheels and increase airflow through the radiator and heat exchanger. The 2016 Nissan Maxima front
lip splitter comes painted matte black, and can also be custom painted by any quality body shop.
* Rear Diffuser: The STILLEN Rear Diffuser adds some low-down aggressive styling to the rear end of the
Maxima. STILLEN designers realized the stock Maxima backside looked rounded and soft compared to the
angular front end. They created a muscular diffuser that is much more cohesive with overall vehicle styling
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cues. Once installed, the STILLEN diffuser “wakes” up the angular taillight design and covers up the stock
exhaust cans for a more finished look. Engineered and constructed for precise fit, the rear diffuser is available
either unfinished or painted matte black.
The 2016 Maxima performance and styling products are proudly Made in the USA by expert craftsmen at the
STILLEN facility in Costa Mesa, California
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Contact Information
andy somerville
Stillen
http://www.stillen.com
+1 714-540-5566 Ext: 117

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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